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NEW QUESTION: 1
Huawei's self-developed network control chip can achieve
high-energy network acceleration. The following is the correct
understanding of this network control chip.
A. Huabu IN series intelligent network card can support 2*100G,
4*25G network connection, and can support PCIE GEN3*16 system
connection
B. Through self-developed programmable network engine, Huawei
UNI QUE NETWORK intelligent network card can accelerate
business in cloud network, cloud storage and other scenarios,

while optimizing infrastructure utilization
C. Huawei IN series adopts standard card form, which is
convenient for various server deployment and operation and
maintenance
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You need to create a virtual hard disk (VHD) file that will be
used to deploy Windows 7. The solution must minimize the
performance impact caused by using a VHD.
Which type of VHD should you create?
A. fixed-size disk
B. dynamically expanding disk
C. snapshot
D. differencing disk
Answer: A
Explanation:
Typically, you place the VHD on a second internal or external
hard disk (although this is not essential). You then specify
the VHD size and format settings. Microsoft recommends the
default Fixed Size setting, but you can select Dynamic
Expanding if you do not want to allocate the disk space. Fixed
Size gives better performance and is more suitable in a
production environment.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which option is true about routing control while using routing
protocols in a DMVPN network (or any GRE- over-IPsec network)?
A. Routing of the data plane traffic should be carried out by
means of the GRE tunnel and a separate routing instance should
be used to handle routing of the crypto endpoints.
B. The routing used to establish the crypto endpoints should
include information for the data networks behind the endpoints.
C. If the network is a private MPLS network, the routing for
the data plane traffic and the crypto endpoints should be run
outside of the GRE tunnel.
D. The control plane traffic for the crypto endpoints should be
routed through the GRE tunnel; the control plane traffic for
the data plane traffic should travel via the transport network.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Section: (none)
Explanation/Reference:
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